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Abstract

The Canadian Undergraduate Computer Science Conference (CUCSC) is an annual, national, and bilingual gathering of students in computer science and affiliated multidisciplinary fields run by and for undergraduate students. Since 2015, CUCSC has traditionally brought together 150 of the brightest computer science students from across Canada to connect with leaders in academia and industry working at the cutting edge of technology. Centered around computer science research excellence by Canadian undergraduate students and their research teams, CUCSC provides a platform to undergraduate research relating to computer science or technology from any field. Beginning in 2019, CUCSC has offered for the first time the opportunity for all delegates to have their work published, in the interest of furthering our goal of student success.
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Introduction

Computer science plays a massive role in nearly every aspect of today’s society. Everything we do is being pushed forward by new waves of technology. From the smart devices in our homes to the artificial intelligence slowly entering our hospitals, technology has shaped how we live and learn. It is almost hard to imagine what life was like before the convenience of the internet and mobile technology. This impact provides the motivation to keep pushing further and making new discoveries. That is what the Canadian Undergraduate Computer Science Conference is all about.

CUCSC is a bilingual, annual, and national conference centered around computer science and computer science-adjacent research by Canadian undergraduate students and their research teams. The 2019 Canadian Undergraduate Computer Science Conference was a three-day event which took place from July 25-27, and was hosted for the first time at the University of Windsor in Windsor, Ontario. Students from any discipline were strongly encouraged to apply not only to share their current and past projects with fellow students from across the country, but also to see and experience the work presented by their peers. This garnered participation from all disciplines of academia and industry including computer science, business, nursing, biology, biochemistry, and more.

History

CUCSC was first hosted at the University of British Columbia at Okanagan in 2015 [1]. Started by Yasha Pushak and his colleges, the event was inspired by the Canadian Undergraduate Mathematics Conference (CUMC), which has been taking place each summer since 1994 [2]. Like CUMC, the vision for CUCSC was an event organized by students, for students [1].

This first conference introduced many traditions which continue to this day. The strong focus on showcasing the hard work of undergraduate students is one such example. CUCSC continues to successfully offer a platform to students who may not otherwise be given the opportunity to present. Another example of this is the Women in Technology panel, which aims to inspire young women to continue to bring diverse ideas and perspectives to the industry.

Goals

Historically, the main and most important goal of CUCSC is to provide undergraduate students the opportunity and motivation to succeed. This is achieved in part by offering complete freedom of choice to the organizing committee. Each new group of organizing students can build connections in both industry and academia and build their portfolio through their role in organizing. Additionally,
attendees can connect with their peers from across the country, learn more about the research opportunities available to them, and connect with faculty and industry professionals during the event.

This year, CUCSC 2019 has also taken on two secondary goals – the first to provide students with a broader view of the industry and academic landscape in computer science than in previous years, and second to showcase southwestern Ontario as a viable place to find work in technology. Both of these goals were achieved by inviting a broader range of speakers and presenters, with particular attention to speakers from the region who could speak to their successes as part of the community. This allowed students the chance to hear more about the opportunities available to them in research and industry, as well as to see which jobs were being offered in the region.

Research

Areas of focus were wide and varied, covering the depth and breadth of technology and computer science. Submissions were not limited to any specific topic, however, and relevant work in any discipline or area was considered. Work could be submitted and presented in either French or English. Each submission was peer reviewed by distinguished members of the technical committee. Undergraduate students were not required to be the primary author to present but were expected to have contributed significantly to the work.

For the first time in its history, CUCSC has published all accepted submissions. This is directly inline with the conferences stated goals of expanding the conferences reach and encouraging student success. For students hoping to move into graduate school, this experience is invaluable, as it allows them to learn about the process of peer review. For more career focus students, it shows their ability to prepare and deliver a professional, succinct presentation on their work.

Conclusions

In conclusion, CUCSC 2019 has achieved its goals and successfully built upon the strong foundation laid down by conferences held in previous years. Students were offered the chance to learn new resume building skills, publish their work and connect with new colleagues, peers and friends. Each year the organizing committee strives to expand the reach of this national event. The 2019 committee is proud to say that they have achieved this beyond their most ambitions hope.

Each member of the 2019 committee is glad to offer their sincerest best wishes to the upcoming CUCSC 2020 team. With hard work, determination and good luck, CUCSC may rival the outstanding record of CUMC, and inspire countless generations of strong computer science undergraduates to come.
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